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Interactive media is a multi-faceted form of communication that 
requires inputs and outputs from the end user in order to procure 
relevant information, it allows for full engagement between the 
user and the device they are using. Good interactive design must 
always consider the end user first, by using an easy to understand 
interface and common vocabulary, missing overly technical terms 
and by using colour as a device to bring clarity of the uses and 
attention to the most important details and features.

When designing interactive media the main target demographic 
must always be considered as they will attest to the usefulness or 
uselessness of certain features of the program or the whole device 
in its entirety. Here is a list of vital things that make a form of in-
teractive media viable.

• simple user interface
• clear and bold font, text size and spacing
• concise and clear cut information
• easy to follow instructions
• good intentional use of colour to either emote a physical re-

sponse form the user to to highlight and bring attention to 
important information

• Age/ audience appropriate content

What is Interactive Media?



A lot of interactive media is screen based and the 
user  will both input and output the information via 
the screen now with touch-screen technology it has 
become even more simple for the average person to 
receive and send information quickly and accurately 
compared to old button and dial-up technology. But 
the screen is not the only tool needed for interactive 
media

Tablets, smart-phones, and other similar forms of interactive media are 
aimed at everyone as a potential demographic regardless of age or gender. 
These technologies also aim to be able to be useful for disabled people 
, and so have additional software or devices that will make the services 
on the device accessible to the deaf blind or otherwise impaired. Micro-
phones are great tools as they allow for text-to-speech and speech recog-
nition. Touch and light sensors are also great as they are very interactive 
they are a great way to show a response from the device when stimulated 
by an action. Good clear typography and layout also contribute to how 
the graphics and software are received it is important to be able to present 
information in a clear and precise way so that the client can understand.

The nature of the device is determined by the user as it is 
the content that they download or install that will confirm 
the purpose of the device. For example if they install Netflix 
and Now.tv onto their tablet we can assume that the tablet is 
for entertainment purposes. But like with most multimedia 
devices the user will likely have a number of applications 
all with different purposes such as; educational, business or 
communication etc. 

The benefits of things like ATMs 
and automated interactive kiosks 
are they operate 24/7 and are al-
ways available for use, unless they 
need repairs or have sustained 
damages. 

Unlike banks ATMs are always  
available and so you can access 
money without human interac-
tion and on days and times when 
the bank is usually closed.
Though you can still find yourself 
in a long queue or that the the 
ATM could actually run out of 
money, so you would either ave to 
wait until they refill it or go inside 
the bank.

A GUI is a graphical user inter-
face this allows the end user to 
utilise the media source by way 
of graphical images most par-
ticularly icons instead of just 
text.

 Interactive 
Media Uses, 

Purposes and 
GUIs



Different Forms of
Interactive Media



Harry Beck is the man responsible for creating the evolutionary and iconic 
London tube map, he invented whilst working part-time for TFL as an elec-
trical draughtsman in 1933. At the time it was highly controversial as it was 
such a drastic change from the current tube map at the time. What led to 
the invention of the map was the fact that the previous map used the streets 
of London to map out the tube lines, this overground version of the under-
ground led to much confusion as it lacked a constructive placement of the 
stations as they were placed according to various landscapes.

Henry Beck’s map was intuitive as it showed an underground version of the 
tube network it used schematics and geometry to map out the stations It is 
a Y diagram that uses the central line as the x-axis. With this map lines and 
stations no longer clashed into each other, they all had their own space and 
name. What makes the map even more helpful is the use of bright colours to 
identify each tube line, no tube line has the same colour making them clear 
cut and easy to define in the map. 

One of the most controversial properties of this map, at the time, was that it 
had no scale so the distances between the station are not accurate and can 
actually misrepresent the actual time it takes to travel in between the two, 
making it harder to calculate exactly how long your journey will take. This 
is why the Thames still remains on the map so that people still have a sense 
of proximity to their desired location without the use of big landscapes. One 
of the reasons for leaving out a scale was so that all of London’s tube stations 
could fit on the same map.

Undeniably this map has greatly improved travel in London as it makes 
the underground system a system of clarity and an efficient mode of travel, 
it evokes a sense of familiarity. This original map had been dubbed ‘most 
successful practical map of all time’ and subsequently it has inspired several 
attempts of replicating the iconic map within other cities, such as New York 
and Paris, a few have come close but have never emulated Beck’s completely.

After eventual success with the first map Beck made more than nineteen 
improvements and adaptations to the map between 1931-1954. At first they 
were welcomed warmly until TFL completely stopped accepting the new 
maps and separated themselves from Beck. In the end he only ever received 
five guineas for his intuitive map, though he is still credited with the original 
inception of the map on the little  handout of the tube map at stations.

Harry Beck



What is an Interactive Map?

Interactive Map
An interactive map is  a map that allows the 
user to directly manoeuvre the map, most 
allow for zooming in and out as well as turn-
ing so you can see your desired location from 
several angles . It also labels key features such 
as restaurants roads and parks. Google uses an 
interactive road map for their GPS services.

 The majority of interactive maps are digital 
and therefore use a GUI which is a graphical 
user interface this allows the end user to utilise 
the media source by way of graphical images 
or video.

 Interactive maps area very usual invention as 
they help paint a clearer picture of a desired 
location and how to get there. Google and 
other GPS providers can even use interactive 
maps to give the quickest route and offer spe-
cific advice like where to drive to avoid traffic 
and the cheapest place to stop for fuel.

These are some screen shots of 
Westfield’s online interactive 
map. It show you where all the 
shops are as well as bus stops in 
the surrounding area. The more 
you zoom in the more stores 
you see up until the level where 
you can see individual stalls 
and toilets. It is a birds eye view 
of the mall, unfortunately you 
can not get eye level but you 
can observe from multiple an-
gles. 



Susan KareMany of Apple’s first notable typefaces and interface elements surfaced in 
the 1980s these were designed by Susan Kare,  the graphic designer and art-
ist whom is attributed with the design of the first three iPods and their type-
faces;Monaco,Geneva and Chicago as well as the Happy Mac logo. These are 
her most notable works as well as being the creative director at NeXT which 
was the company Steve Jobs started after leaving Apple in 1985.

She designed many icons for Apple for the GUI which was unique at the 
time as it allowed for multiple window use with the help of icons. Her Chi-
cago font also became a distinctive feature of apple macs throughout the 
late 80s and 90s, as it followed Job’s concept of allocating each letter with its 
required number of pixels instead of the previous method of making all the 
letters uniform.

Her typefaces became some of the latest revolutionary typefaces as they did 
not have the mono-spaced typewriter feel that many other contemporary 
typefaces had. The use of icons really revolutionised the Graphic User Inter-
face as it allowed for clear separation of various programs and made it in-
creasingly easier to switch between windows as the bright and distinctively 
shaped icons were clear in thier program’s intended use, instead of only us-
ing text to label individual programs.

There was an explosion of graphic design in the 70s/80s due to the rapid in-
crease in technology and the increased need of branding in order to make 
your product unique and marketing to get your product to sell and make 
a profit. The icons used on Apple really gave them the push they needed to 
break out as a new and intuitive tech company as one of the first major tech 
companies to use icons in this way.



Material Design
Material design is a open-soured code design program 
for various purposes and operating software such as An-
droid and web or flutter. It allows you to use their pro-
gram in order to make a GUI for a product several large 
brands use Material Design such as GENIUS and LYFT. 

The privacy policy for material design is about data col-
lection and why Google collects data, how they keep data 
secure whilst not transporting it and whilst exporting it, 
how and why they delete safely, privacy controls and who 
your data is being shared with, as well as compliance and 
co-operations with coordinators. So to surmise their pri-
vacy policy is all about how and why they collect your 
data and what they do with it.

Their terms of service is about: using their service, your 
google account, privacy and copyright protection, your 
content, their software, modifying and terminating ser-
vices within the design system, warranties and disclaim-
ers, liabilities in the service, and the potential business 
uses of this software.



A privacy policy is a list a principles a company will follow in order to protect your personal information. Of-
ten each time there is an opportunity to use your personal information said company will ask for permission. It 
is most likely that your information will be used for marketing, so depending on your age, interests and other 
things advertisers would market things they believe would prove useful or of interest to you, from the informa-
tion they gathered from the company you shared information with, in order that you buy that their product.

Your personal information is gathered in a number of ways, the first is when you sign up or make an account 
with a website you input basic information like your name, place of residence, age etc. The information that is 
most useful for marketers are more diverse in their question range such as a questionnaire or survey. With op-
tions like these they can ask very specific questions that they can then use to advertise products more in tune 
with your personal desires and needs.

Another way they collect data is from pattern searching if they can access your search history or travel histo-
ry to see what services and places you frequent the most they can also pick up your shopping/browsing habits 
and then recommend products or services that are aligned with your schedule and interests. For example if 
they find that you frequent Soho a lot then can advertise restaurants or food shops  in that area so you would be 
more inclined to dine in Soho than where you usually go.

This is mutually  beneficial to both  the place of business and the advertiser as the restaurant is able to obtain 
a new customer and make a profit, whilst if the advertiser is in partnership with the place of business they too 
gain revenue as by being part of the driving force that encouraged the new customer, they then may also be-
come more reputable as a business for being able to actively and efficiently market these establishments.

Cookies help in this process of data collection as cookies are minute files that are able to store a very limited 
amount of information, their primary targets for data collection is personal information, as this is the type of 
information marketers and advertisers are most interesting, they are an effective tool for these types of people 
as the modest amount of information garnered by the cookies can be accessed by both the client computer and 
the web server. The web server will then share this  data with a third party which will then find something to 
advertise to you. Common data that cookies gather are things such as; your IP address, what device your using 
browsing activities.

Terms and Conditions
& Privacy Policies



Apple’s iOs

Privacy policy and terms of service can be quite universal 
many of the things in google’s privacy policy are applicable 
in Apple’s such as: data collection and why Apple collects 
data, how they keep data secure whilst not transporting it and 
whilst exporting it, how and why they delete safely, privacy 
controls and who your data is being shared with, integrity  
retention of data with coordinators, third-parties, cookies and 
other tech, as well as safety precautions for children, service 
providers, automated decision making, and location based 
services.

Some restrictions for Apple are age concerned for example 
people thirteen are not permitted to create their own Apple 
ID rendering them unable to use Apple services protecting 
them from age sensitive material and potentially harmful or 
abusive content. Apple’s terms of service applies as follows: 
site content, your use of content, purchases, copyright, con-
spiracy, counterfeit, software license information and other 
legal matters of the sort, accounts security and passwords, pri-
vacy and other Apple services.
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Art Supply stores 
in Kingston

- Ryman Stationary
- WHSmith
-CASS Art
- Paperchase
-Pullinghams
-The Works





Primary Research Drawings






